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For 2nd Year in a Row, Echo Summit Named “#1 Fastest 

Growing Private Company” in Denver Region 

  
Growth of 201.62% from 2008-2010 puts Echo Summit at top of the Denver Business 

Journal Tier V list for 2nd year in a row 

 

 

GREENWOOD VILLAGE, Colorado, July 15, 2011 – Echo Summit Property 

Management, a leading residential Property Manager, announced today that it was again 

listed by the Denver Business Journal as the “#1 Fastest Growing Private Company”  in 

the sub $1.8M category (including all industries), with growth of over 200% from 2008-

2010.  Echo was also awarded the #1 spot in last years’ rankings, with growth of over 

2,000%.   

FULL ARTICLE CAN BE VIEWED AT:  

http://echo-summit.com/about/documents/DBJArticleJuly2011.pdf  

According to Lon Welsh, 

Founder of Your Castle Real 

Estate and an Echo Advisory 

Board member  “As the 

region’s 10th largest real 

estate brokerage, I run a fast-

growing company as well.  

However, for Echo to earn the 

#1 spot for two years in a row, 

and at the same time maintain 

the same high service quality 

that has become Echo’s 

hallmark…. that is truly 

outstanding.  Having over 100 

of my personal units managed 

by Echo, I can say this with 

conviction.” 
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According to the article in the Journal, “[Echo Summit] set a goal that no matter what, it 

would provide the industry’s highest-quality property management with the best 

customer service” ... “ [Echo Summit] hires only the best, and empowers them to make 

decisions that impact the customer and the business ... we trust our employees, and help 

them grow their careers.” 

“We are honored to be awarded the #1 spot once again by the Journal.  Our commitment 

to improving the efficiency and quality of property management by investments in 

technology, process, infrastructure and people has proven to be the right approach,” said 

Scott Lukes, President of Echo Summit.  “These elements, and our absolute focus on one 

thing only… property management… sets us apart from the competition and forms the 

foundation of Echo Summit’s success.”  

Echo Summit currently manages ~1,000 units, which are comprised of single family 

residences, condo units, and apartment complexes.  This number of properties is expected 

to grow rapidly in the near future. 

 

About Echo Summit Property Management  
With nearly 1,000 properties managed (and pioneers of RentHammer and the 16-Touch 

inspection system), Echo has the experience, technology, process and scale that sets us 

apart from the pack. Echo is the preferred choice for local investors and Realtors who 

understand that there can be no compromise in quality and ethics in property 

management. Our approach and philosophy are simple... once you start treating an 

investment property like a -rental-, it will eventually dilapidate into one.  ALL WE DO IS 

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. We do not do real estate brokerage, real estate 

development, or sell cars. We are property managers who strive for nothing short of 

excellence. Our dedication and approach has earned Echo a quality reputation in 

Colorado rentals. We invite you to speak with one of our property managers or our 

referrals to learn how we have helped others achieve their real estate goals, and how we 

might be able to help you. 
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